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The bleapp Home App
What is bleapp Home?

bleapp Home is a revolutionary new Real Estate home 
visit app.  You, the Realtor, create an interactive, 
comprehensive home visit for your potential 
homebuyers.  You turn your customer’s cell phone into 
a personal home tour companion; bleapp acts as your 
tireless sales assistant.

Why use bleapp?

• Give each homebuyer who visits your listing a 
personalized tour.

• Bluetooth technology allows you to highlight the 
most salient features of the home.

• In-depth analytics allow you to assess the 
effectiveness of your bleapp-enabled listings.

• Free social media exposure for each bleapp-
enabled home.

The bleapp Home app is free to 
download from the iTunes and 
Google Play stores.  Realtors have 
exclusive access to the app to 
add listings, enable bleapps with 
every property, and change the 
way homebuyers visit each of 
your listed homes.

bleapp Home ensures each customer who visits 
your listing leaves with a home tour personalized 
by you, stock full of all of the information you wish 
to convey.  Add your listing to bleapp (or we can do 
it for you), then assign bleapps to the property and 
add photos and descriptions that capture all of the 
selling points you want your homebuyer to know.  
The homebuyer interacts with the bleapps at each 
property visited and walks away with an organized, 
property-specific tour of each home, including any 
thoughts, pictures or videos they wish to add during 
their visit.
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Taking The Tour
Unlike virtual home tours, bleapp Home pertains to the 

actual home visit by the homebuyer. While the virtual tour 
may entice the buyer to visit the home, the bleapp Home 
app enriches the user experience during the home visit. 

Bluetooth Low Energy Beacons (bleapps), highlighting the 
most salient features of the home, are strategically placed 
at the property. As the homebuyer approaches a bleapp, 

pertinent information about the featured area is displayed 
on their phone. The homebuyer may add their own 

highlights, photos, videos and notes about the property. 
Their personal observations and highlights are stored on 

their phone for future reference, comparison, sharing 
and action. With bleapp, you’re always there to guide the 

homebuyer through the home.


